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WEATHER
Today: Sunny
High 78. Low 57
Saturday: Partly Cloudy
High 78. Low 54
Sunday: Sunny
High 70. Low 48
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The Student Voice of Howard University Since 1924
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Students
Search
P.A.C.E. Steps up to the Plate for Howard
For Careers at Fair
BY TOMI AKINMUSURU
Hilltop Staff Writer

\f11rlrne IJ.t\\thront 'laff l'h tus:rapbtr

Howard University was presented with a $70.6 million in·kind contribution of comp uter
software and other technology on Tuesday in the Ira Aldridge Theatre.

UGSA
Introduces
Itself To
Student
Body
BY CHARREAH JACKSON
Asst. Campus Editor

Students n1a) have set sail
on the Undergraduate Student
Assembly's (UGSA) annual boat
ride or got 'laid' at their luau this
year, but on Tuesday evening,
UGSA formally made their presence known to the student body
in Blackburn Center.
In conjunction with this
year's UGSA Week themed
"Remen1ber \A/hen ... ,"the governing body hosted 'Meet Your
Representative' night. Students
in attendan~e did not appear to
mind the event's half hour delay,
as refreshments and pizza were
served following the program.
"We have been looking forward to the event this week and
are excited for students to come
out and meet us," said Trinity
LeFlore, College of Pharmacy,
Nursing and Allied Health
Science representative and
UGSA Public Relations chair.
"We are typically known for fun
events, such as tl1e luau, so it's
harder to get students out to
See UGSA, Campus A4
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Partners
for
the
Advancement of Collaborative
Engineering (PACE)
presented Howard University
·with a $70.6 million in-kind
contribution of computer software and other technology on
Tuesday, which is the largest
in-kind contribution in the
University's history.
The software is targeted at
fields that could possibly feed
into the partner corporations
UGS, EDS, Sun 11icrosystems,
and General Motors. The corporate alliance was created in
1999 with the goal of ..enhancing engineering, science and
art curricula that prepares students for careers in the automotive, technology and engineering fields ."
President of Howard
University H. Patrick Swygert
said in a press release that he
was excited about the possibilities that the new partnership
will bring to the University.
"The PACE partnership
greatly enhances our interdisciplinary science and research
capabilities," said S""ygert. "It
plays a critical role in ensuring that Howard maintains its
place among the elite research
universities in America."
The students in the College
of Engineering, Architecture,
and Computer Science as well
as the students in the Fine Arts
department are benefiting
greatly from the partnership.
..We're all really excited about
the program. but I wish that it
See PACE, Campus A4

Career Services Office, also
believes that the event was
attended by a record number of
The National Association of students.
Colleges and En1ployers report•According to the NACE
ed in September that the job out- Job Outlook 2005 Fall Preview
look for new college graduates in Survey, employers expect to
2004-2005 has improved, a fact hire 13.1 percent more new colthat was evident on Wednesday lege graduates in 2004-2005
at the 34th Annual Careers than in 2003-2004. Wells feels
Exploration Day held in the that statistics such as these, as
Blackburn Ball Room.
well as work done by the Career
Sponsored by the Career Services Office, are responsible
Services Office, the event fea~ for the high number of employtured over 153 companie~ look- ers attending the job fair.
ing to recruit students, the high"\Ve have seen a major
est number of businesses in increase," Wells said. "We are
recent years.
Kiln Wells, director of the
See FAIR, Campus A4
BY AYESHA RASCOE

Hilltop Staff Writer

\f11rL. h:1n1• ~r.a/f Ph<>l~phtr

Students speak with professional representives during the
career fair this week.

Outdated Equipment A
Lingering Problem in RTVF

Car Break-Ins on
Campus Growing

BY RACHEL WADE

BY KHARISMA MITCHELL

Contributing Writer

Contributing Writer

At the Mecca, students
ahnost $20,000 a year to
attend one of the best historically Black universities in the
world. One would only assun1e
that students were receiving
a $20,000 education loaded
\\ith benefits a:; well. However
that is not alwavs the case.
For radio-tv-film majors
(RTVF) in the John H. Johnson
School of Con1munications,
the education worsened due
to the lack of updated and sufficient equipment.
"Money will always be an
issue," said Sonja Williams,
the chairperson of the Radio,
Television and Film departn1ent.
For many students, this
is hard to swallow and they
question why the Punch Out
was reconstructed before the
academic depaitments were
taken care of.
"There are hundreds of
students in the radio, television and film department in
the School of Communications
and there are only two or
three can1eras," said sopho1nore Rushondra Jan1es. "I
feel that money has been misused because this is the largest department in the School
of C and it's impossible for

In addition to students caring about their personal safety,
with the occurrence of car breakins, a growing number of students are becoming concerned
with the safety of their cars.
According to Interim Chief
of Campus Police Lawrence
Thomas, there have been
approximately 8-12 break-ins on
or around parking lots since the
beginning of the school year.
One of the most recent
events happened to senior film
major Tiffany Christopher, when
her Jeep was broken into two
weekends ago.
··1 was walking to my car
parked in Banneker at about
8:00 p.m. and when I got into my
car the chair was pushed back,"
Christopher said. "I looked back
and there was glass all over my
back seat, the small window on
the driver side was broken and
there was· a brick on the floor of
my car."
Along with the vandalism
to the car, Christopher added
that the cap to the ignition was
popped off.
"You can tt>ll son1eone was
trying lo start the car with a
screwdriver," she said.
Christopher has not been
the only victim to incidents such
as this one.

Jordon Colbtrl· ''''· l'hoto Editor

Radio-tv-film majors are upset with the department's out·
dated equipment and are concerned that they will not be
well prepared for the working world without using up·to·
date resources.

students to gain a con1plete a dolly, beam splitter, made
education with the outdated two five minute film sho1ts,
equipment."
worked on a board master in
Williams agrees that the the audio department and have
analog system in the school used lavaliers and fishpoles all
has not been completely con- while I was a freshman."
verted to digital technology.
Howard students, on the
"At Columbia College in other hand, have not used
downtown Chicago, all stu- such equipment.
dents have access to the latest
Aisha Westbrook, a sophcamera equipn1ent and edit- omore film major, said that
ing system regardless of their there are no lavalier tnicromajor," said David Brown, phones, boom microphones or
a sophomore film major at lighting equipment for her to
Columbia College. "I've used
See RTVF, Campus A4

Find out about
how students
f eel about cell
phones in class...
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Want to see the
new hairdo's of
athletes? See
Inside ...

Sports... Bl

Ae, ·ording to Christopher,

following the incident with her
vehicle, she approached a campus police officer about the situation and he did not take any
actions in the incident.
"He said we can't protect
everyone's car," Christopher
said. She then proceeded to notifying 11etropolitan Police.
..It should L ~ on campus
police to make the campus safe,"
Christopher said. "Instead of
sleeping in their cars, they could
have been patrolling the parking
lot the night my car got broken
into."
Many students feel that
there needs to be more security
measures for Howard's parking
lots. Senior chemistry major
Satara Brown noticing last week
that her driver-side lock was
tampered with.
"With the $i20 that each
student and faculty member
pays to park, a good deterrent
would be lo install surveillance
can1eras in parking lots," Brown
said.
Thomas assures that campus police are "taking action
along with l\letropolitan Police
to try and secure the lots better
and prevent any further happenings." Officers are assigned to
monitor parking lots and patrol
the surrounding areas while on
See CAR, Campus A4

Fi1id out if
you are getting
enough sleep...

Life & Style... B4
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"Continuing to be open-minded and experience
new things."

"Leading by exa1nple, showing
generations to come that education is
very important."

"Making a contribution to society
and making a difference in the
world overall."

-Brittany Johnson, political science
-Richard Young, political science

-Priscille Thebaud, nursing
BY NICOLE M. MELTON
Contributing Writer

'
"Maintaining the prestige that
Howard holds by helping the
community and maintaining high
standards in academics."

"I 'vill be"ome one of Howard's great
graduates that can bring the truth to
each character that I play whether it be
1:iad, happy, good, or bad."

"I will form and develop my craft so that I will
become one of the a1tistically gifted personnel
that Howard has produced."

-Brandon Burford, acting

-Sherece Brown, acting

-Raymond Metzger, physical
therapy

'

"Encourage more students to co1ne
to the Mecca.··
"When I become great, and people see
someone like me come from Howard, they
\vill want to come here."
"Becoming actively involved in Howard life and
also in my community in the future. I plan to
give back by becoming an educator and helping
the youth become successful."

-Miyah Johnson, education

Nana YaaAdu, human
development

Amman Haile-Leul, biology

"By succeeding in life I will
have added to the long list of
great Howard graduates."

Myron Aldridge,
mechanical engineering

"By becoming a leader and contributing
to the African-American society, and
giving the youth hope for the future."

Andre Williams, physical therapy
Compiled by Shanae Harris

11elinda Gai.10 feels
that working with young
people is more than just a
job. It is her personal 1ninistry. As a front desk assistant
in Slowe Hall, Gaino works
with students daily as their
counselor and friend.
"I love young people."
Gaino said. "The students
here are always confiding in
me. I have children of nl)
own so I'm always putting
myself in their situation ...
Gaino began working as a front desk assistant in October of 2000
when she was appointed to
duty at the Bethune-Annex
Residence Hall. Since then,
she has also worked at
Drew Hall. Cook Hall, and
the Tubman Quadrangle.
She began working at Slowe
this August but says that
her time at Drew was most
memorable.
"The young men in Drew
were my favorite group of
studt'nts," Gaiuo said. "The~
were more dependent on me
See GAINO, News A5
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Graduate Perspective ·

Grad Expectations for This
Year's Presidential Election
national, local, and university level. Professors such as
Lorenzo Morris, the chairman of
the Political Science department
and Harold Scott of the Ralph J.
Bunche Center have been urging others to take notice of this
international paradigm shift
that is occurring.
An example of this shift was
the recent protest in front of
the Sudanese embassy. AfricanAmerican community leaders
including our own President
S·wygert came out to protest what
the International Crisis Gr~up
argues is genocide. The Ralph J.
Bunche Center is also sponsoring a discussion that makes the
case; Africa does matter in U.S.
foreign policy. The focal point at
that panel will be on the importance of Africa and the role the
United States has played thus
far to stabilize many war-torn
countries such as Rwanda and
Sudan. Morris points out that
the Euro (money used in most
European countries) has had on
the American dollar. "Europe
and China fdr the past few years
have been vying for power economically. The struggle between
them is not just economics however, it is also with the military,
as we have seen with the unification of the European union

BY KENNETH MAXEY
Hilltop Staff Wnter

One of Lhe more important
facets of being a graduate and
professional student is showcasing your ability Lo conduct
research. Another facet for the
graduate student is to present
this information to an audience to educate them on the
conclusion and findings of this
research. Next week beginning
on October 8th the Political sci·
ence department along with
the other departments will
be sponsoring the 2n.t annual
Interdisciplinary
conference.
The participants of the conference will discuss a variety of
issues. The main objective of
the conference will be to discuss
topics of International Affairs.
The issues that will be discussed
will be the crisis in Sudan and
the issue of Iraq along with
other issues that affect African
Americans and the global community.
Conferences such as this
one are appearing through most
college campuses. With the
upcoming election it has become
apparent that issues dealing
with international affairs must
be discussed on international,

military."
The
overreaching
reasons why 1nore universit) students arc engaging themselves
in discussions• such as these
is because economically, the
burden has resonated through
things such as Pell grants and
other federally funded initiatives. Moreover, conferences,
·discussions and student involvement in the international sphere
connote the shift that Morris
and other scholars have spoken
about. r.tueh like Globalization,
it appears this interest in international affairs is inevitable.
Anxiously the world awaits the
victor of the November 2nd elections that \viii take place in the
United States.
Regardless who is elected
as President he \vill have to
deal \vith more issues of global importance than any other
leader has since World War II.
As terrorism and issues of corruption run rapid in most governments, the role of Americans
and others in the global community actively participating in the
changes that will take place is
critical. This task and the interest of Americans in international affairs \vill play a key function
as the changes and polices are
made for future generations.

''
THE MOST ORIGINAL
COMEDY OF THE YEAR.''
• Glenn Kenny, PREMIERE

Gra uate Sc ·o o Ca en
of Events
October 19,

ar

2004- 10:00 a.m.

I-lo\vard University School of La\v and the Ralph J. Bunche Internationa
ffairs Center in Partnership \vith The United Nations Food and Agricultuta
rganization and the Council on Fo1eign Relations present a World !10
ymposiun1 at l-lo\vard Ur)hicrsity School of Law located at 2900 Van Nes
'treet, N.W.

October

Howard Unive.rsity School o
ivinity in collaboration with Howard University School of Law and Howar
University Student Association, presents The Political Forum held at ThlllJll
hapel on the Campus of the School of Divinity located at i400 ShEUJhe
treet, N.E.
20, 2004- 5:00--7:30 p.m.

Emmitt Till Case Lives On
into contemporary context, it is ration, including sex. This may
in this atmosphere of shame and account for some of the contemThe eating from the "tree of humiliation, that the provoca- porary injustices experienced
knowledge" caused a transgres- tive image of the "Black rapist" by r.itarcus Dixon in Georgia.
sion of God's limit and con1 is conjured in consciousness I honestly believe that conflict
mand of creatureliness, which and rhetoric. Dr. Ron Hopson, is a moment of truth in a relaentails deciding about one's psychologist and professor at tionship. As a Howard commuown best interest independent the Howard University School nity we witness these moments
of the will of God for one's life. of Divinity, describes this sexual of trut11 everyday whether it is
The consequences of this "tree hatred and envy of Black men as through the media, personal/
of knowledge" or sexual activ- "a justification for acts of castra- family experiences, our comity, attested to the breakdown tion. A practice where
munity or anomalies \vithin our
in the relationship between
Black men are crucified for educational system. The queshumans and God. As a result, the thing that is most hated, yet tion is how \vill we use our gifts,
mankind was thought to feel desired; thus making the Black talents, and knowledge to treat
shameful and humiliated about identity their identity by nega- these injustices that stare us in
their se>a1al identity and held tion." History continues to prove the face everyday?
responsible for the disharmony that our demise is perpetuated
of God's creation. To bring this by the fear of overcoming sepaTILL, from Graduate A6

Season Is Upon Us
religions
and
cultural
differences, but to also
make sure we celebrate the beauty of
each. In the coming
month the Muslims
will be observing the

HOLY, from Graduate A6

realize is the beauty
of and the significance of the believers? Therefore, it is
important that we
not only acknowledge each other

l: ....IJ ..:.1..-."
.. ,_,><,rl ,_

I _j j., j 4.,

month of Ramadan,
it begins October 15.
If you have time go
forth and partake of
some of the religious
activities to become
more aware of the
religion.

r11ng
sions Every
dnesdayin
Hilltop Office

Do you believe that
all children can
EXCEL?

--------------------------BELL (Building Educated Leaders
for Life) is a nonprofit organization
designed to increase the educational achievements and life opportunities of urban children. We provide academic after school tutorials to hundreds of
elementary school children in the D.C. area.
®0

•

From the director of "FLIRTING WITH DISASTER" and "THREE KINGS"

Dustin

Isabelle

Jude

Jason

HOFFMAN

HUPPERT

LAW

SCHWARTZMAN

••

Lily

Mark

Naomi

TOMLIN

WAHLBERG

WATTS

\'Ve are currently hiring exceptional college students,
community members and teachers to work with our
children. Tutors work in the afternoons, between 5
and 15 hours per week. Rates range from $10 to $12
an hour, depending on experience, and BELL provides training to all program staff.
For more information or to apply, please visit
www.belldc.org.

BWNP COLLEGE ADS
BLK/WHT 5.5" X 10.5"
DATE DUE: 9/22

FS1987

FINAL
9/21/04 9:32 PM

AS NATION & WORLD

Kerry's Stt·cngths
• Was very knowledgeable
of the issues, seemed to be verv
well infonned about the problem" facing the country.
• Remained on Jnessage
for the most part. T ·mpernment
was very calm which hclpi;d to
boost his appl'arance as a candidate that could he pn•sidcnt.
• Vl'l'Y
knowledgeable
about tlw problems with North
Korea, Afghanistan. and other
hot spots around the world.
\\Ton the debate on these topics
despite fairing poorly on Iraq.
~ro:s \Yi:.ak®~

• Sho vcd very little of l11s
person.ilit). Yes he appeared
knowledgeable and is clearly the
smarter candidate. If people
'oted for the smarter cnndidate
Bush never \~ould have become
president. I don't mean that to
be a shot at the president but
it is the truth.
Kerry needs
to in1pro\c his likeability with
vote rs as "('II .i.s he smait. He
should rdn.\ a bit.
• Failed to brin,; excitement to his candidacy. From
this debatl', at the }('ast 1nany
voters should sa) Bush shouldn "t
be president for another term.
But they still aren't enthused
about Kerry; most of his support
is coming fron1 the "anybody but
Bush crowd.'' Kerry needs to
1nakc \Oters more comfortable
with the idea of his becoming
president.

Finru Analysis;
John Kerry ga\e a solid but
not great debate perform nee.
His p 1formance va clearly
enh, need by President Bush s
poor showing. Kerry proved that
he dearly has a greater grasp on
the issues than President Bush,
but on the issue of the day (Iraq
War), Kerry continued to falter.
Despite the fai1· showing on Iraq.
Kerry clearly took control of the'
debate when disrussing North
Kor a and Iran.

Overall Grade: B

THE HILLTOP

]!osh's Strengths.
• Rcm,1incd on message
throughout the debate.
• Kept Kerry on the defensive when dchating Iraq policy.
• Looked genuine when
speaking about thl' hoops fighting in Iraq ('\en appeared teary
cyt>d at one point.
• \VIH'n making points,
alwa}s looked into lhl' canwra
which seemed to engage viewers
111ore.
•
At times, put the audience at ease with laughter and
lightheartedness,
particularly
wh n distus!':ing his daughters The ton~ of the debate was
so sc1iou , ge lures like these
~ielped remo\c some of the tension.
Bush's Weaknesses

•

President Bush and Sen. John Kerry wil have thler second debate tonight at 9 p.m.

\Vhile Kerry was niak-

ing his points, Rush appeared
annoyed, aggravated, and very
unpr<:.sidentinl. This 1nakcs it
easier for Kerry and others to
portray hint as arrog,n•t and
dismissh'(' of opinions th.it differ front his own.
• Though he did stay on
1nessagc. he should have reworded the 1nessagc occasionally. At times Bush was very
rcpetith·e with his answers,
which 1nade it appear that he
lacked depth as a candidate,
and real kito,vle<lge of what
\\'as going on.
• Seemed to lose his train
of thought easily at times and
appeared un-easy throughout
the whole debate. His body
language s.lid he would rather be anywhere but where he
was.

Final Analysis;
Pre.o;idcnt Bush quite possibly gave the worst debate performance of his career. .E\ en
republicans have conceded that
the President was not on top of
his game during this debate.

Overall Grade: C

Suburbs
Aren't
All
They're
.
Cracked Up to Be
and the lack of places that may can't afford." Sophomore ecoContn'Jutmg l.Ynter
be accessed by walking.
nomic-; major Daniel Shannon
"\Ve know from previous agrees and said he thinks the
While mosl children and studies that suburban sprawl difference is between the
adults who grew up and still reduces the time people spend resources in the suburbs and the
'Jive in urban, poverty-stricken walking and increases the time inner city. "The difference is the
areas may envy those who have they spend in cars, and that is physical resources that exist,"
had the privilege of living in an associated with higher obesity said Shannon, who grew up in
middle to upper class suburban rates, said Roland Sturm lo the city of Minneapolis. "There
environment, life in the suburbs MSNBC. Strum is an associ- arc a lack of resources [in the
is not as simple as every one ate for the Rand Corporation, a inner city], so there's a higher
niay think.
non-profit research group that demand."
A recent rcpo1t found that helped with the study. "People
In addition to the lack of
people who live in areas with a who live in more sprawling areas transportation the suburbs may
"high degree of sprawl," defined are more likely to have chronic offer, Dr. Perkins feels that other
as a place that has streets that health problems over time."
factors contribute to the health
are not well connected, lower
Dr. Mary Perkins, a Howard problems that exist, such as hecpopulation density, and areas University economics teacher, tic schedules, which can lead to
that arc far from each other, are agrees...There's not really any lack of time and stress.
more likely to report chronic good public transportation," she
"Big families have to chaufhealth problems such as high says. "The further out people feur kids to after school activiblood pressure, arthritis, head- work, the more time they spend ties, [so there's] less time for
aches, and breathing difficulties commuting, meaning less time cooking but more for fast food,"
than residents living in urban to exercise. In city places, ther1:'s she explains. "There are far
areas.
better public transportation."
more fast food drive-thnts in
The report gives m example
Although many Americans the suburbs. [as well as more
of what the slalistics indicate: who live in the inner city dreain drive thru] banks, pharmacies
An adult living in a suburban of moving out of the "hood" into and liquor stores. There are no
area such as Atlanta, Georgia a nice, middle class suburban sidewalks or places for people to
will have a health profile lhat area, they are unaware of the walk lo," Perkins said.
looks like that of someone who health advantages urban areas
Although Lhc suburbs and
lives in Seattle, bul who is also may have to offer. Urban areas the inner city face challenges
four years older. This is to say such as New York City and San when it comes to health, nutrithat those living in a suburban Francisco are often structured tional science major Novella
area may have a shorter life span so that common places are with- Smith believes that although
versus those that live in the city. in walking distance. This makes those living in the suburbs may
This may seem contrary it more convenient to walk as have an advantage because of
to the view most people have opposed to driving and you may better resources, practicing livthat inner cities are places with get a significant amount of exer- ing a healthy lifestyle with good
rough, unclean neighborhoods cise without realizing it, thus habits can have a major impact
and poor health care. But even reducing the risk of obesity.
no matter what area you live in.
when researchers accounted for
Many Howard students like
"People who grow up in
factors such as age, econom- junior public relations major the lower class are more prone
ic status and race, the differ- Blair Edwards were shocked because of living conditions
ences behveen these l\vo areas to find the results of the study. and those in the high class sociremained even. A study last year "Living in the suburbs should ety have a better chance of not
revealed similar information make a difference because you getting sick," she said. "But if
concerning health between the would have access to better you have good hvgiene and livhvo. That study revealed resi- facilities and better health care," ing habits, a person living in
dents of suburban areas weighed she said. "You would also have the projects could have a lesser
more than urban residents due the money to provide for basic chance of getting sick if their
to a heavy dependence on cars needs that some poor people habits are better."
BY JANEEN L. STRAUGHN

OCTOBER 8, 2004

The Vice Presidential Debate:
Thursday, October 5
Chency'.~Jitrengtfui

• Did a much better job than President Bush
of explaining the Bush
Administrations rationnle for
going to \\ar in Iraq.
• His one-liners attacking John F..d\\nrds' senate
record were classic. Cheney
"as relentless with his attacks
in which he claimed Ed\\ards'
career in the senate was not
very ''di tmguished and that
Edward missed a lot of vote .
By far Chene\ best shot t
Edwards \\'115 when he stated
that ris President of the senate
he's usually on Capitol Hill
e\'ery Tuesday. I le followed
that by saying his first time
meeting Edw·..irds was on the
night of the debate.

Cheney's Weaknesses
• Cheney gave "eak
responses
to
Edwards s
charges that the Bush
Administration gn\ c no-bid
contracts for the Iraq war
to his former colleagues at
Halliburton.
• Lost some of his juice
when the debate turned to
domestic policies. Cheney
appeared to be out of his clcnlCnt \\hen liscussing these
ISSUCS.

• Failed to use h .,
many years of l'Xperience in
Washington to exert a cle,1r
command over Edwards.

I;inal Annl)'.sis;
Vke Pn'sidcnt Cheney
gave .1 solid perfonnance. l11e
pressure was on hi111 to bring
the republic~111s hack after
111ounlains of good pre \\llS
ghen to .John K IT) ~ r l
pC'rform.1nee in th<> fir. t p csr
dentin} debate. He brought
the campaign back into focus
for the repwblican<;.

Overall Grade: B

•

Edward's Strengths
• Stayed on message. Did
a better job than John Ken"\ of
painting tl1c de1nocratic ticket's
critique of the war in Iraq.
• Displayed ,1n excellent
grasp of the issues. Looked hkc
a seasoned politician \~ho 11.1s
been working in \\'ashington for
years in~'tead of a senator bare!)
out of his first term.
• \\'as \Cl)
assertive
throughout the debate. Pro\ ed
that despite his umn <lisp sition he ould b' tough and
strong.
Edward's '\\reakncsscs
• At times oversold his
case. Edwards is known for his
ability to connect with eve1) da)
working people, but there were
moments in the debate where
his attempts to reach working
Atnericans looked forced
• Failed to build on the
n1omentum John KeTI) tarlt d
in his debate with President
Bush. Edwards held his own
with Chen \. but didn "t furth 1
dirnini<>h upport for P 1t\ nt
Bush.
Final Analysjs;
.John Edwards did a superb
ob deb. t
\i
P d
Che ey.
F on1
n
ns' er/re pon c I <1\h r
I t
1t be known that he could pl I)
the typic.al role a .,.;cc presidential candidate u unll) pln)s in
cdmpaigns The Hate h t f\.1nn-. Hi relentk
mh on
Chene} 's record us ,1 congr S'-man, in which Ed\\ards s,lid
Chene) 'oted against 1neals on
''heels for s.n 1iors. a 11.1tion 11
holida) fo M.1rt1n I th
.Jr., nd
re h
1
ing that Nd n M ld la 1 e
released, '~ere de\, st 1ting. Hl'
clear!) mode his best pitch ) ct to
bC' president of the United State
someday.

Overall Grade: B

*'fll"·"""·'-"'tttl

Vice President Cheney and Sen. John Edwards had their first and only debate last Tuesday.
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The Fight for Civil Rights Continues
Native Americans Say Blacks Aren't Doing Enough to Help
groups share a "common his- told BET.com. Harjo strongly
Hilltop Staff Writer
tory," but also that the Native disagrees.
"How can we be honored
American people have helped
California Gov. Arnold African-American's in numer- by the name of the Washington
football team, a name that
Schwarzenegger recently vetoed ous struggles.
a bill banning public schools in
"We were involved in the reminds us of the heinous and
his state from using the term civil rights struggle generally, horrible things that have been
"Redskins" to name a team mas- voting rights efforts, efforts done to us," she said. "If you
cot. The veto struck a blow to to get Sambo's restaurant to want to help us, help us address
efforts from Native American drop its name. Native people the problems of diabetes; help
civil rights groups who are work- were part of the Poor Peoples us with problems of poor housing to stop sports teams across Campaign, the various marches ing. We need help, but we don't
the nation from using deroga- on Washington, the effort to get · need a name that hurts us."
Deirdre Waters, a biology
tory references to their people.
a national holiday for Dr. Martin
major and long-time football fan
"Decisions regarding ath- Luther King," she said.
letic teams names, nicknames
"This is a dignity and justice agrees that the name docs not
or mascots should be retained
·
at honor Native American people.
1
'They have a right to be
at the local level, the governor Wf'!-ilr!~ not ..s1.1ppgi;ted-bx 1' ac
tre.tl<ted by the name because,
said in a statement releas~~>'ii~~ot!'f~.
d
rt
Ji
them having a team
after his decision.
~lataint ki ds of
nrum
...
;,-s,"' she said. "I
Suzan Harjo, the
nn.n.•C P
erstan~l.thi~·if plight."
of the National Indiary
peen considOrganization Morn·
suo~:t!iri-'. p behalf of
Institute, said her ormi~ltio1n
u·~··--convincwould continue i advol'llt'd'\virirk
he offenon behalf of N· ive
rtmouth
despite Schwarzenc
ge their
and Jaws allowing
"to "Big
to continut'.
n's, the
"We call upon
lll-HlV llilN~JrS
in the
and advertising world n
ickname
those with influence in sllap1
dstorm."
popular culture to forego the Us
A&~C>Q1i.: tht state of
of dehun1anizing te'reotyping,
,.'ll,b.lsJtins" from
cartooning images and infon1iaqnsc plates.
tion regarding our peoples. and:
owlcdges the
to recognize their rcsponsibili
past and admits
for the e1notional violence thei
gs aie
ng better.
fields have perpetuated a~ain
" 1e
\'iithout doubt on
our children," said HalJO in
hill slide... she said.
speech given to the i 992 ..\llia n
en the first athletand Th Elders Cirde.
dropped its Native
'fl\e issue of using "Redski
cc (the University of
as a ieoniker stems from its
oma's mascot. Little Red),
origina
l loy~ue
over 4
years ag
en Europeans p
were more than 3,000
·ve references in American
a bounty on the h es of
ports. Today, there arc fewer
Americans.
Since
pttekili&,:ri~M1t~1i\o\Ji8Jri.J~fe]J'.·1U
than 1,100."
around large amounts of Nativ
-m:e some w o believe
Harjo and the advocacy
American corpses was so difficult, it became acceptable for the athletic team names and group she heads is currently batEuropeans to receive payment mascots are meant to honor tling to have a 1999 ruling orderupon the presentation of Indian the Indian people, not degrade ing the Washington Redskins to
discontinue usage of the term
scalps. The bloodied mess from them.
the scalps compelled Europeans
"If [they] think it's offen- reinstated. The lawsuit was filed
to coin the term "Redskins" when sive, does that, per se, mean it on the grounds that the name
referring to Native An1ericans.
is? It's pretty well understood violates federal law because it
According to Harjo, the that in football, the Washington bt'littles Native Americans.
African-American
commu- Redskins stands for a tradition Oral arguments for the case are
nity should be helping in the that honors Native Americans," scheduled to begin next month.
"Redskin" cause, claiming that the Redskin' vice president for
not only do the two minority communications, Karl Swanson
BY CHRISTINA M.WRIGHT
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Teresa Heinz Kerry:
A Spirited First Lady?

NATION & WORLD A9

Michael Moore Begins
'Slackers Uprising Tour'
BY MICHAEL ARCENAUX

Contributing Writer

only had a few weeks left in power," l\1oore said.
Moore also understands the apathetic attitudes non-voters hold. In a statr>mcnt published
on his website, Moore notes the den1ographirs
of those who vote and those who do not. "The
non-voters are the poor, the disenfranchised,
the single moms and young people. I an1 calling for a non-voter uprising led by thousands of
campus slackers who proudly sleep 'til noon and
who believe papers are for rolling, not reading,"
Moore wrote in his statement "They arc rightfully cynical but this year their motto will be:
"Bush and Kerry Both Suck -- That's \Vil) I'm
Voting for .John Kerry!"
Howard University students like Fatima
Williams. a junior political science major,
believes Moore should be commended for his
efforts. "I think the event will be an enlightening
ex'Perience for all those involved, and I hope it
pushes those who ha,·en't voted in years past in
the right the direction ...
Other students wonder exactly how effective this tour will be. Howard Hamilton III, a

If you were under the impression that
Michael Moore was finished with his quest to
oust the Bush administration, you're sadly mistaken. Much to the chagrin of the Bush/Cheney
reelection campaign, the Oscar-winning filmmaker, New York Times best-selling author and
mastermind behind the highly successful documentary, "Fahrenheit 9/11," is scheduled lo continue his verbal and visual assault on President
Bush with the "Slacker Uprising Tour."
Moore recently kicked off this 60-dty tour in
Elk Rapids, Mich. last month. The tour will ,·isit
20 battleground states. l\loore says his goal is to
see that over 56 percent of eligible voters vote
this in this year's election - a feat that has not
been achieved since 1968.
Moore will hold events on various college
campuses around the country as well as NBA
and hockey arenas. The show will consist of
a monologue given by Moore, a question and
answer session, un-released outtakes from "Fahrenheit 9/11" and
surprise guests. Moore will also
read excerpts from his new book.
"Will They Ever Trust Us Again Letters From Iraq," a collection of
letters Moore received from U.S.
soldiers serving in Iraq.
And to make sure the event
doesn't end on a somber uote,
Moore will conduct the "World's
Largest Karaoke Sing-A-Long" to
John Ashcroft's "Let The Eagle
Soar," as well as prize giveaways,
including the opportunity for
every audience member to win
their very own "pet goat... John
Ashcroft wrote the song "Let The
Eagle Soar" and performed it live
before becoming attorney general
for the Bush administration.
\Vhen you make it your mission to expel a sitting president
from office, it's only natural to
attract controversy and scrutiny. Already, various campuses Mic hael Moore is known for his relentless assaults
have seen protests from campus agains t t he Bus h adminis tration a nd plans to tour c ollege
campuses across t he country.
Republicans.
For example, Minnesota
College Republicans have vowed to fight any sophomore biology major, calls attention to the
attempt by University of Minnesota officials to fact that most of :Moore's fans alrcad) ;1gre~
allocate public funds to support what they con- with him. "I think that anyone who would care
sider to be an anti-Hush rally.
enough to go see 1iichael ~1oore has probably
"Michael Moore should be free to spout his already decided who they are voting for. But
partisan and vile hate speech but the rest of us what he is doing couldn't hurt. so l wish him
shouldn't be forced to pay for it," said r.finnesota well," Hamilton said.
College Republican Chair Jake Grasse! in a press
1\-Ioore appears to be optimistic about the
release posted on the groups website. Moore possible impact. "Should just a few percentage
seemed sympathetic to the plight of campus points of the 100 million non-voters decide to
Republicans. He responded in a press release show up on November 2 -watch out," ~toore
from his website, "I understand wh) some Bush said.
supporters might be upset. I would be too, if I

Braids on Male Soccer Players

BY NATHALIE PIERRE
Contributing Writer

Nigerian Officials Say Braids on Male Athletes Pro111ote Ho111osexualtiy

Behind every strong man is a
strong woman. This is definitely
the case of democratic presidential candidate John Kerry and
his wife Teresa Heinz Kerry. She
has been called 'spicy,' 'unruly,'
and even 'radical' by some conservatives. These characterizations can be attributed to her
blatant honesty and frankness
when speaking her mind on politics, or any thing else for that
matter.
Heinz Kerry has even joked,
if she were Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton (D-N.Y.), she would have
"shot Bill for cheating... She has
also told a reporter to "shove
it" when the two disagreed over
comments she made at a politiral rally. And in perhaps her
funniest remark yet on the campaign t!'ail, Heinz Kerry stated,
"George Bush is like Forrest
Gump with an attitude," and
said anyone who votes to reelect Bush wants "four more
years ofh---.''
Amid concerns that her
comments were giving the
impression she wasn't capable
of becoming First Lady as well
as overshadowing her husband,
Kerry has taken a reduced role
on the campaign trail. Some
Howard students think a
reduced role for Heinz Kerry is
a good thing,
"I don't think her comments
qualify as evidence as to her as
being able to assume the responsibilities of First Lady,'' said
sophomore psychology nlajor,
Shemeia Whigham. "I feel that
in such a progressive age, we
need wo1ne11 in politics lo be
more vocal in Lhe issues Lhat

BY NAEESA AZIZ
Contributing Writer

"',. •J«thft...trT) .('()di

If he r hus ba nd is e lected, Heinz Kerry will be the oldest a nd
wealthiest firs t lad y in history.
concern Americans."
Sophomore legal communications major Whittney
Strickland has a different view
and said, "Compared to the relatively quiet and inactive Laura
Bush, Teresa Heinz Kerry has
a pulse to match the heart of
the American people." He continued, "Mrs. Kerry is extremely
vocal as was Senator Hillary
Clinton; a first-lady unafraid to
step into limelight rather than
being over shadowed by her
presidential husband."
Lynda Lloyd, a sophomore
political science major, agrees
that Heinz Kerry wouldn't make
a typical first lady ifher husband
is elected, but says voters should
be paying attention to other
things in this year's election. " ...
Voters shouldn't focus on her as
much as they should on John
Kerry's record." Political pundits
were split as well as to whether
or not Heinz Kerry could diminish her husband's chances for
becoming president.
Many of them have said in
columns and interviews with

various news outlets that Heinz
Kerry's frankness could give one
of hvo impressions. They said
she could come across as arrogant and unapproachable or
give the impression of a sassy,
well-informed, independent and
opinionated woman.
Heinz Kerry is not the first
potential First Lady to make
remarks deemed inappropriate
or sassy. In 1984, Barbara Bush
called the democratic Yice presidential candidate, Geraldine
Ferraro, a five-letter word that
rhymes with rich during the
campaign to re-elect Ronald
Regan. Similarly, then potential First Lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton caused a tiny uproar
when she said in 1992 that perhaps "I could've stayed home
and baked rookies" instead of
becoming a lawyer. At the time,
the comment was thought to be
a swipe at stay at home moms.
Clinton later apologized.

As the old Sprite adage
goes, in1age is everything. \Vhile
American athletes fight allegations of drug use and charges
of rape, Nigerian soccer players
have found themselves in the
center of a much more attractive debate. Several sports officials and administrators are
seeking to ban hairstyles such
as braids and locks because
they feel wearing such styles
promote a homosexual lifestyle
and are negatively affecting
Nigeria's youth. Earrings have
also been added to this list of
socially offensive ornaments.
"Our youths are now taking
after our great football stars...
don't forget that in the developing
world that the braiding of hair and
earrings have a sense of homosexuality," said Otunba Olusegun
Runshewe, a Nigenan govemmcnt
official to various news outlets.
The offichls have taken
their qualm to the public.
Speaking on television and
radio programs, they say the
players have gone too far. One
official feels so passionately
about the player's appearances
that he suggested players be
suspended for several years
if they arrive at a game in an
'unusual' hairdo. So1ne Howard
students disagree with Nigerian
officials' assert10ns that a hairstyle promotes sexuality.
"I don't think it's about
looking gay. I think it's more
about discipline," said Nigerian,
sophomore accounting major
Sesoo Igbazua.

With the image of a heavily pierced, lipstick-adorned,
dress-wearing Dennis Rodman
burned indelibly into the image
of ahnosl evel} \Jnenran. th1.
concept of censure 1nay be hare.
for U.S. athletes to grasp. To
some, Rodman's image reinforces the widel) held belief
that somehow atheletes need
to be taught the art of respect
and disc~pline. Nigeria is a conservative stronghold for both
Christianit) and Islam and
many don't belie\'e the players
should "[turn] themselves into
girls when tootball is a n1an's
game," said Lawrence Joseph, a
senior and athlete at Howard.
Joseph says he understands this generational dillen1a very well. He and his
father, a Nigerian, often have
discussions about his choice of
hairstyle. While Joseph is most
decidedly American in culture
and beliefs, the conflict is one
he has come to understand and
accept.
"He doesn't like the fact
that I have dreads. I think it
has something to do with their
culture. They don' t believe in
men having long hair or braids
or anything that females have
but I guess the younger generation wants to change," Joseph
said.
The youth may be certain that change is coming in
regard to conservatism, but
for now, the elders call the
shots. Recently, spo1t officials
instructed the referees of a
youth tournament to suspend
any player who arrives to play
in a game presenting an 'inap-

propriate' <1ppearan(·e. Officials
also demanded that the players
in violation be removed without rtgard to pin) ing ability or
da nage to the team.
\<\'hilc officials argued the
behavior is inherently homosexual and therefore against
African culture. some youth
contend the hairstyles and jewelry are just the opposite.
.....They are practicing
African culture. After all, braiding hair is an African culture," a
Nigerian spectator said."
Although the social nnd
political climates of the U.S.
don't allow for such strong declarations against homosexuality or specific hairstyles, stigmas
against certain looks, in certain
situations still exist. Even on
Howard's campus, students are
familiar with the band's decision
to require straight or relaxed
hair for members belonging to
certam performance groups.
As for the athktes. perhaps
time is on their side. But by the
time the ofticials agree to the
extra inches of hair, something
new may come along.
"We still have this conservative attitude. We do accept
western culh1re. A lot of
Nigerians watch American television, but the older generation,
they are very, very conservatiYe... they don't want anything
to influence or changt the culture, which has been there for
a long time," said junior chemical engineering major Herbert
Aneke. "I think eventually, they
will begin lo realize, this stuff is
harmless."
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CSU vs HU:· The Streak Continues
BY JOHN SCHRIFFEN
Contributing Writer

Streaking
Into The
MEAC
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sports Editor

There wasn't anything spectacular last Sunday when the
New England Patriots beat the
Bills at Buffalo's Ralph Wilson
Stadium. Tom Brady passes for
two touchdowns, Corey Dillon
ran in another and 72,000 fans
saw quarterback Drev.· Bledsoe \
roughed up with seven sacks by
his ex-team. \\Tith 31 points, the
Patriots ensured a 3-0 start to
the season and beat the team
that O\'erwhelmed them 31-0 in
the opening game of 2003.
In fact. there hasn't been
anything spectacular in the
Patriot's 18 consecutive "ins.
Of course, there was the Super
Bowl ·ictory in .Januar: against
a surprising Panther tean1 and
the two resounding \'ktorics
against Peyton !\tanning and the
Colts. As Patriots defcnsi\'C end
Richard Seymour told ESPN,
"We don't really think about it."
The team's next step is thrusting itself into history when it
takes on Miami in what could be
an achievement for the ages: 19
consecutiYe \\ins in the NFL.
This Saturday. the Howard
Universin· Bison arc also coming off a bye week and, although
a historic record isn't in the
midst, the Bison blue have a
chance to rumble into its l\1idEastern Athletic Conference core
of matches with a 3-2 record.
Unable to \\in either of the first
two matches and fadng nationally ranked Alcorn State in the
third ga1ne of the sea!mn, a 3-2
record would be n IJlessing for
Head Coach Ray Petty and his
Buffalo Soldiers.
Heading into a home stretch
made up entire}} of l\1EAC
rivals, this weekend's head ·tohead, if won, could be used as a
springboard for the remaining
six games.
Wi :1ning is infectious and we
have seen it happen before. The
Patriots are current]) preserving an 18-game win streak after
going 2-2 to start the 2003 season. They have experienced the
incredible power of \\inning, the
infectiousness and the spirit and
success that it breeds. Player's
shoulders seem that bit wider,
passes just a little more accurate
and tackles a little more crushing.
For New England quarterback Tmn Brady, it is a confidence that has put aside all
doubts. "I love playing with this
bunch of guys," he was quoted
as saying after Sunday's win.
So for the Bison, a hardnosed 17-10 win over Alcorn
State in week three and a subsequent 58-7 win against
Savannah State seems to be the
start of something fre~h. The
morale is up, rushes seem longer, passes deeper and coverage appears a bit more suffocating. The Bison will also be eying
the fact that lowly Delaware
State defeated the Hampton
Pirates last Saturday and that
Norfolk State, Howard's homecoming opponent. also bruised
past North Carolina A&T 27-14.
A&T',, loss was a shocker for the
defending ~IF.AC champs, but
as Coach Petty assured ·ittcr
the win against Savannah State,
"We can't control what Ilan1pton
does in Lhe conference, but we
can control what goes on with
us."

After trouncing Savannah
State 53-7 in their last game,
the Bison look to follow up
that performano with a win
this Saturday against non-conference opponent CharJ,,ston
Southern.
The Bison (2-2), who
allowed 204 yards in the air
against Savannah State, will
have their hands full ,,;th the
Buccaneers passing game.
Sophomore quarterback Colin
Drafts, this past week, was
named the Offensive Co-Player
of the \\leek for the Big South
Confe"ence after completing 29
of 42 passes for 330 yards and
two touchdowns. Impressively,
167 of Drafts' passing yards
came in the fourth quarter as
he lead his team in a come
from behind win over Virginia
l\.Jilitarv Institute for the
school'~ first victory in the Big
South Conference.
Charleston Southern's program is in its rebuilding stage
after coming off a disappointing
1-11 season last year, which saw
the introduction of a new head
coach, Jay ~!ills. But Coach
1'1ills has brought his prc,·ious experience as the offensh·e
coordinator at Harvard, over to
the Buccaneers and has them on
the right track in his second season at the helm this year at 3-i.

Charleston Southern 's offense
is outscoring its opponents by
an average of 10 points per
game, and has scored seven
touchdowns in the air while
allowing only two on the season.
Despite the Buccanee "S
imprcssh·e passing nun1bers
Howard's head football coach,
Ravford Pettv. is not too concc;ncd abo~t Colin Draft
because e\'cn though ~he is
a good quarterback we ha,·e
faced some good quarterbacks
alreadv this vear. ·• For Coach
Petty the
to winning this
upcoming game will be to "put
pressure on f Dralt] and force
him to make mistake. "
Defensively, the Bison could
not be happier after holding
Savannah State to seven points
on the afternoon and only 32
yards on the ground. That is a
testan1cnt to Howard's defensive line. which Coach Petty
believes is the best group in the
l\.IEAC conference. Howard's
secondary is nothing to sleep
on either as it is led by junior
Antoine Bethea who leads the
team in tackles \\ilh 29.5, and
interceptions with two. The
other star defensive back is
senior Ronald Bartell Jr., who
is third on the team in tackles
\\ith 18.5 and has one interception. Together Bartell and
Bethea make a strong one-two
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Ronald Bartell Jr. (1) and the Howard defense held Savannah State University to just seven
points in the team's last game two weeks ago.

punch, which their jersey numbers would suggest.
\\'bile the Bison need a
st ..ong defensive effort to cc•ntain the Buccaneers offense.
they will not get the win without
some offensi"e production of
their own, and to no ones sur-

prise they will accomplish that
on the ground. Usually when
one of the running backs run
for O\'cr 100 yards it is considered a sutcessfu) day. However,
against Savannah State, Howard
managed to have two running
backs scamper for over 100

vards. Antoine Rutherford on
25 carries rushed for 135 yards
on the ground while Roland
"Jav"
. Colbert ran for 118 H1rds
on onlv 11 carries.
"Our game plan e,·ery week
is to run the ball ... said Coach

.

See PREVIEW, News B6

Michael Brown:
Unheralded Star On
The Bison Defense
BY ROBERT L. ANDERSON II
Contnbuting Wnter

"" •.ra1'roewt,.ral ii

Dennis Rodman's hair was the topic of much debate during his heyday with the
Chicago Bulls. Rodman, who won five NBA championships in his career with the Bulls
and the Detroit Pistons, played for 14 seasons.

Hair-Raising Athletes And
Their Unforgettable Dos
BY SUSAN WALKER
Contributing Writer

Tennis phenorns Venus and Serena
\Villia1ns broke ground when they emerge, I as
an undefeatable and power-packed sister act
in the late 1990s. \Vhen they stepped onto the
court, howe\'er, the crowd wasn't just asking
itself how they managed their meteoric rise to
the top. 11any asked, "\\'hat's going on with
their hair?"
\\'hen they came onto the national tennis
scene and began playing Grand Slan1 tournan1ents, the sisters donned elaborate braided
hairdos complete with hundreds of heads.
Their hairdo became a part of their signature
style and was a staten1ent that quickly separated them from other players.
However, even before the Williams sisters, fans and athletes alike preoccupied
themselves with what goes on up lop. Dennis
Rodn1an, Andre Agassi, Arthur Ashe, Allen

Iverson, David Beckham and many other athletic superstars have garnered nledia attention for their mcn1orable hair dos and don'ts.
But what's the big deal?
According to Kamilah Bywaters, co-captain of the Lady Bison soccer team, hair really
is not an issue as far as sports are concerned.
"Hair doesn't mean anything to anybody in
soccer," Bywaters said. "I don't think hairstyles come into play with sports. If it makes
you play better, then do it, but it's really not
'
,.
a 1actor.
However, professional and collegiate athletics are verv different matters when it co1nes
to hairstyle~. A professional athlete. whose
career might depend upon image is nlorc
likely lo appear conservative or in line with a
particular company or brand. Athletes want
to re1nai11 marketable and be able to cross
all barriers. Thus, when a hairstyle or look is
See HAIR, Sports B6

In a defensive unit that features Buck Buchanan. award
candidate
Antoine
Bethea.
sophomore, sensation .Jarrett
Burgcss1 ~1ichael Sanders and
National Football League (NFL)
prospc:ct R >nald Bartell, Jr..
Michael Brown's name has been
so1ncwhat overlooked.
Sure he was a second team,
all-ME.AC selection his sophomore season, recording 26 solo
tackles, nine assists, io tackles for losses and three sacks,
but unfortunately. the conference was not able to reward his
accomplishnu 11ts b) naming
him to this year's first team alll\.1EAC prcseason squad. Off the
field, Brown's i1nposing sLx feet
four inches 248-pound muscular frame would typically strike
consternation in the average
person. But his warm, \ibrant
personality and engaging smile
ha\'e made him a favorite among
the Howard University student
bod).
"!\like is a re1lly sweet person .1nd I consider hin1 a good
friend," stated junior sociology
major Tunisha Gilbert.
But ask students to find big
nu111ber 94 under his helmet,
and the task gets a little tedious.
Unless the outside defensive

\ti 1•,..~ 1'h11i.-.stn111h'

lineman is making a spectacular
play, it is unlikely that fans will
notice the in\"nlu.1bk• effort that
the Clinton, l\.td. native, whose
younger brother .Justin plays
football for Notre Danie, puts
forth on the field each "t•ck.
WHis size is dcccpti\'e and
opposing teams really don't
expect much frmn hiin but he
continues to surprise teams
e\'erv
. week.'' said senior historv.
major Javon Clark.
Clark alluded to the fact
that opposing teams also seem
oblivious to Brown's abilities,
still opting not to double team
while blocking him. This gives
him Jess opposition en route lo
possibly becoming an all MEAC
See BROWN, Sports B6

LACE 'EM UP ...
BY BERNARD MURRAY

il1ichael Bi«fer: Good
evening and welcome to the
Convocation Center on the
beautiful campus of the
Universit) of11iami in Coral
Gables, Fla.

(Applause and Cheers)
Tonight's debate is
scheduled for 18 questions
and is brought to you by the
Com1nission of Presidential
Debates, The Miccosukee
Tribe of Indians Of Florida
and Miller Beers - the
President of Beers - proud

sponsor of the Presidential
Debates.
Ladies and Gentlen1en:

LLLLLLLETS GET READY
TO RW.J1'-JA1A1A1i'1BLE!!!
And now, the main
event. In this corner, born in
Denver, Colo .. he now lives
in Boston, ~1ass. Standing
at sL'< feet four and one half
inches tall and weighing 195
pounds; he's the master of
"Flip-Flop Politics," representing the donkeys of the
Democratic Party Sen. ,John
"Botox" Kerry
See COLUMN, Sports B6
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Baseball Is Back In D.C., But The Grays Are Still Waiting
Wilbon, who is a columnist for The Washington
segregation before and after Brooklyn Dodger
Sports Editor
Jackie Robinson broke the color barrier in 1945. , Post and co-hosts Pardon the Interruption (PTI)
Originally from Homestead, Penn., the Grays were on ESPN, has been pushing for the recognition of
a team etched in struggle. Homestead was a steel the Grays and made no effort to hide the fact that
With the decision to bring baseball back to
town that African-American mill workers created he thinks that "Grays" is the appropriate name for
Washington, D.C., the nation's capital got a longand until 1936, the team would travel around the Washington's latest franchise.
overdue shot in the arm. At the Sept. 29 press coneast coast taking on any talent that was available.
The argument is that the Grays have a hisference to announce the move by Major League
By the mid 1930s, the talent searching would end torical link to the nation's capital where they
Baseball to bring baseball back to D.C., Mayor
played many of the team's games.
Anthony Williams was quick
It would pay homage to hunto ensure that the team would
dreds of Negro League playnot be named the Senators.
ers who performed better than
The Senators, who skipped out
many major league players but
on the District twice, left the
never got the chance to compete
nation's capital 33 years ago for
in mainstream America's eye.
Arlington, Tex. It was no misNaming the team such would
take then that, as the mayor
also bring to light the years of
was announcing Major League
struggle that it took to desegreBaseball's latest relocation, a
gate baseball and many facets of
petition was being circulated to
American life.
name the team the Grays.
"Segregation
was
an
Numerous groups have now
American issue and not just a
taken on the burden of pushD.C. issue," Keitges explained.
ing for the Washington Grays
"This is something all Americans
name. Thewebsitewww.rememcan relate to."
berthegrays.org is one such site
Nonetheless, the struggle for
that has taken on the respona name still continues. Attached
sibility. At the top of the front
to the Remember the Grays webpage, the site boldly exclaims,
site is the same petition that
"Phase 1, COMPLETE: Baseball
"\\,ttmembtnhtjt.ra, ...()'1(
was passed around at Mayor
is back in D.C.!" Under that gal- Before the Homestead Grays played in the Negro National League, they would travel the east coast looking for games to play
Williams' press conference to
lant heading is a second: "Phase against any opposition. This was referred to as 'barnstorming.'
announce the MLB's move. For
2, Pending: Have the new D.C.
those who argue for the Grays,
team be named after the Grays."
The website and the push to name the new time. Between 1937 and 1946, the team won as the Grays embarked. on the Negro National the name Washington Senators just is not good
Washington, D.C. team began around May when nine consecutive Negro National League champi- League. It was a league that the Homestead- enough. That team left D.C. twice, a city that
does not even have a Senator. Although he was a
Susan Keitges, Chris Rehling, Laura Meissner and onships and three Negro World Series titles. The Washington team would come to dominate.
"Michael Wilbon has been one of our biggest Kansas City Monarch, Satchel Paige said it best
Darryn Cambridge were inspired by the "Baseball team boasted sluggers Josh Gibson, Buck Leonard
As America" exhibit at the Museum of Natural and Jamie "Cool Papa" Bell and is, historical- proponents," Keitges continued. "When he went when he ensured, "Don't look back. Something
ly, the most potent measure of baseball's racial on PTI last week it did us a lot of good."
might be gaining on you."
History here in Washington, D.C.
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY

"I'd say that was very influential in getting it
started," Keitges assured, who works specifically
with grassroots outlets for tlle organization. "It
was a great exhibit and didn't only include baseball alone but the Negro Leagues as well. There
was lots of stuff on the Grays and the Monarchs."
The Grays are simply the greatest Negro
League team that ever played the national pas-

~

Redskins and Ravens Play
For the
'Urea' Title
BY D'ANDRE FERNANDEZ
Contributing Writer

best linebacker in the game.
Although the Redskins had a
good first game when Portis
broke away for a touchdown
run on his first play from
scrimmage, the team
is now at the bottom of the pack in
the NFC East with
a 1-3 record.

This
Sunday
night at 8:30 p.m.,
the
Washington
Redskins will take on
the Baltimore Ravens
on ESPN. The battle
between these two
teams will determine
who has bragging
Washington's
rights in the "urea."
poor play can be attributed to them
When asked, stugetting adjusted to a new coach.
dents have an array
"The Ravens will win.Washington is
of opinions concernnot ready yet because tlle Ravens'
ing this weekend's game
defense is too strong and because
and how both teams will
Gibbs has not had enough time
fair. Trevor Farrell a junior
to mold the 'Skins," explained
pharmacy major from
Jamel Mian, a junior electronPrince George's County in
ic studio major and native of
Maryland thinks the Ravens
Washington D.C.
are going to win. "Clinton
The revamped Philadelphia
Portis will be no factor. The
· "'"'·"•rbull• <in.rmn
Eagles lead the division with
Ravens have the top run
a stellar 4-0 record. Winning
defense in the league and Ray Lewis is the leader of a staunch
the division in 2004 could
besides, I am biased because Ravens defense.
quickly disappear for the
I am a Cowboys fan."
Redskins if the team's play
The match-up pits the return of Joe Gibbs is not quickly improved. However, the Baltimore
and his high-octane running game with Clinton
Portis against Ray Lewis who is arguably the
See TITLE, Sports 86

Lady Bison Defeats Deleware
For Third Consecutive Victory
BY ROMANDA NOBLE
Special loThe Hilltop

Raneika Bean scored the game-winning
goal in overtime to lift Howard University to
a 2-1 win over the University of Delaware in
a women's non-conference match at Greene
Stadium. It was the Bison's third straight win.
The Blue Hens (6-4-3) took an early 1-0
lead on a Alli D'Atnico goal in the 24th minute
of the game. The Bison (3-6-0) tied the game
at 1-1 in the 59th minute on an Alyssa Fortune
goal that was assisted by Michelle Williston
and Bean.
Neither team was able to do much during
the remainder of regulation. Then Bean, who
has now scored three goals in the past two
games and is the school's all-time leader in
scoring, ended the drama with an unassisted
goal eight minutes into the extra period.
"When we got down, 1-0 in the first half,
no one panicked," said Howard first-year
assistant Coach Erin Garner. "Everyone was
saying that it's just one goal and we can get
it back. When we tied it, there was a feeling
of confidence that I think we got from winning this weekend's tournament. And when
Raneika scored that goal, the bench erupted. It
was a good win for us because this team beat
us 8-1 two years ago."
The game was evenly matched with both
teams taking 12 shots although the Bison held
a slight advantage in shots on goal at 8-5.

2004 Major League Moments
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sports Editor

As the Major League Baseball regular season came to a close this past weekend, we take a
look at the top ten moments that made it 2004.
The playoffs are here and the boys of October
are in full swing with just eight teams remaining
in the hunt for the World Series.
10. Even before the season started, fans and
players began to get excited about the free-agency bingo that led up to 2004's first pitch. Roger
Clemens came out of retirement to team up with
pitching buddy Andy Pettitte in Houston ; the
Anaheim Angels got a hold of Latin star Vladimir
Guerrero from the Expos; then Atlanta Brave
Gary Sheffield joined the New York Yankees to
bolster their hitting attack
9. On Sept. 1, all logic flew out the window
when the lowly Cleveland Indians defeated the
New York Yankees by a crushing 22-0 score
line. The epic defeat cast doubts as to whether
or not the Yankee train might tumble from
its tracks. The loss was the largest ever in the
team's 101-year history. It was the largest shutout in the majors since 1990. Yankee catcher
Jorge Posada was quoted after the gan1e as s'\ying, "It's obviously embarrassing."
8. The Houston Astros charged into the
2004 playoff picture when they clinched the
National League wild card last Sahuday. When
they beat the Colorado Rockies 4-3 that night,
the Astros won their 18th consecutive home
game and completed an amazing run that saw
tlle team win their last seven games to claim
their spot in the playoffs. The team was given up
for dead in August when they were at an appalling 56-60 record. The team won 36 of its last 46
games to make the amazing turnaround.
7. Sprinting back at an angle to his right,
Derek J eter made one of the most memorable
catches in baseball history when he saved two
runs in the 12th inning against the Yankees'
arch rival Boston Red Sox on July 1. The Yankee
shortstop not only made the season's most noted
defensive play but with his cut chin, bruised
cheek bone and eye, he proved why he is the
Bronx Bombers' tean1 captain.
6. Ken Griffey Jr. celebrated Fatller's Day

Barry Bonds and his San Francisco Giants
may not be in the playoffs this year, but he
managed to add another 45 home runs to up
his tally to 703.

by presenting his dad with career home run
number 500. Griffey, who has been plagued
by injuries since being traded to the Cincinnati
Reds in 2000, connected with a Matt Morris
pitch against the Cardinals and gave his dad tlle
Father's Day gift of a lifetime. Griffey became
just the 2otl1 player in history to hit 500 and
became the sixth youngest to do so.
5. After Boston Red Sox pitcher Bronson
Arroyo hit New York Yankees third baseman
Alex Rodriguez on July 24, a brawl ensued.
Red Sox catcher Jason Varitek followed the
See MOMENTS, Sports 86

World Sports Briefs
BY COURTNEY EILAND
Hiiitop Staff writer

" 'w ""allpropholog.-.phy.C'Om

Terran Young and the Lady Bison have
scored 11 goals in the last three games
while only conceding two.

Bas ketball- Tuesday evening, Cleveland
Cavaliers shooting guard LeBron James became
a father to a baby boy with his longtime girlfriend
from Akron, Ohio. J ames left NBA training camp
on Tuesday in Columbus, Ohio to return to Akron
to be with his newborn son. He later returned to
training camp on Thursday.
Basketball- Thirty-nine-year old Scottie
Pippen announced his retirement this Tuesday.
After being known as "J ordan's sidekick," Pippen
will now end his 17-year NBA career span with
seven All-Star appearances along with six world
championship rings.
Golf- Tiger Woods had a private wedding on
Tuesday in which he wed Swedish model, Elin
Nordegren. Celebrities such as Oprah Winfrey,
Michael J ordan, and Charles Barkley were in
attendance. The wedding, which was held in
Barbados, reportedly cost $i.5 million.
Football- Former Miami Dolphins' Ricky

"""·bcniaJ ...tnqulrtr.tom

Ricky Williams thinks he has done enough
traveling for now.

Williams is hoping to rejoin his ex-team after
shocking them with an unexpected retirement
just days before training camp. According to his
agent, he has asked the NFL how soon he will be
able to make his return.
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The Shades of Love In Black And White
'

status quo to reward their accomplishContributing Writer
ments. Black women, as any other race
should, have the right to be considv\Then a co-worker expressed inter- ered."
est in dating Ashleigh Jade Carter,
McDowell is not alone in her
she, like many people, felt uncomfort- assessment. Several other students,
able. Not only was her suitor a fellow like junior political science and history
employee of the Red Lobster she waits major, Ronnie Lewis, said they shared
tables for, but he was also a Caucasian similar views.
male.
"After all the years of not being
"I had never dated a white guy able to date white women, it seems
before, so I wasn't into dating outside that Black nlen seek them out as troof my race," the junior broadcast jour- phy wives or girlfriends. Love plays an
nalism major said. "But he was just so important role but white women should
persistent, I said why not?"
not be the first option for a Black man.
Carter said that she ended up liking This further diversifies and weakens the
her co-worker and the two became a African-American culture," Lewis said.
pair shortly after their first date. They
Feelings like McDo·vell's and Lewis'
are not together currently, but she said notwithstanding, many students said
she does not believe their race differ- that people are now less concerned with
ence played a factor at all. In fact, race and are more concerned with love
she said that after the success of that and stability.
relationship, she was more willing to
For instance, senior public relaconsider dating outside of her race.
tions major Voncella Mcintosh said she
"It was totally different [after that was in favor of interracial dating. She
relationship]," she said. "I didn't mind said that diversity is a good thing and
at all. Dating one opened up my eyes. that people should not limit themselves
It wasn't taboo anymore, so I wasn't to any particular race.
afraid to take a chance."
Senior business management major
Carter's e:>rperience is not uncom- Amber Martin is also a fan of diversity
mon. Throughout history, interracial in one's love life.
dating has been one of the most taboo
"I feel that interracial dating is fine,
topics in American life. However, as it exposes people to diversity and divertime changes, it seems public opin- sity is always good for any culture," she
ion has as well. Interracial couples are said.
appearing more frequently in all facets
Though Howard's campus does not
of daily life.
have many different races representForinstance, several celebrities have ed, interracial ron1ance is still an issue
been interracially involved, including being dealt with by the student body in
couples like Kobe and Vanessa Bryant, light of the many biracial students on
and Taye Diggs and Indina Menzel. campus.
While some students welcome interIsispeoria Aboushusha, a junior
racial dating, others junior political sci- marketing major, who brings to the
ence major Desiree McDowell, are not debate the perspective of being a prodas accepting. She has mixed feelings on uct of a biracial relationship, said that
such developments.
she has no problem with interracial
"I feel that diversity is a good thing dating.
but, that black men should appreciate
''I believe it can expose one to
African-American women," she said. many situations that he or she may
"They should not use another race as a not normally be exposed to," she said.
BY LEAH CARRINGTON

The ABC
of ZZZs

Jordan Colbtrt - 4'\~~1. Photo Edilor

"Looking at it positively, being Black
is a beautiful thing and benefits both
other cultures as well as the Black culture. Interracial dating can help get rid
of misconceptions that other cultures
have of each other."
Although accepting of interracial
dating, Aboushusha said that when
Black men or women limit themselves
to only members of another race, it
takes away from the culture because
they are stereotyping their own race.

Lethargic or Energetic: Are
You Getting Enough Sleep?

Caffeine and sleeping pills are not the only substances that may cause ins01nnia. Tomato products and spicy
foods are also causes.
2. Most scientists believe
that a slightly cool room contributes to good sleep. That's
because it matches what occurs
deep inside the body, when the
body's internal ten1perature
drops during the night to its
lowest level.
3. Your sleep affects your
mood and vice versa.
·
4. It is harder to lose
weight when the body is not
properly rested. This means
sleep is essential to any weight
loss regimen.
5. Stress is considered by
most sleep experts to be the No.
1 cause of short-term sleeping
difficulties. Common triggers
include school- or job-related
pressures, a family or marriage
problem, and a serious illness or
death in the family.

TIPS
Consider your sleep
environment. Make it as pleasant, comfortable, dark and quiet
as you can.
2. If you can't go to sleep
after 30 minutes, don't stay in
bed tossing and turning. Get up
and involve yourself in a relaxing activity, such as listening to
soothing 1nusic or reading, until
you feel sleepy. Remember: Try
to clear your mind; don't use
this time to solve your daily
problems.
3 . Avoid caffeine, nicotine
and alcohol in the late afternoon
and evening. Caffeine and nicotine can delay your sleep, and
alcohol may interrupt your sleep
later in the night.
4 . Establish a regular,
relaxing bedtime routine that
will allow you to unwind and
send a "signaf' to your brain
that it's time to sleep. Avoiding
exposure to bright hght before
bedtime and taking a hot bath
may help.
5. Exercise reguiarly - but
not within three hours of going
to bed.
Complied by Erica Williams
1.

Talib K weli Beautifully
Crystalizes the Struggle
BY MICHAEL IVEY

FACTS
i.

, .. "'""·•l)on.ora

BY TRACEY JORDAN

Contributing Writer

Contributing Writer

Writing papers, studying for
exams, maintaining a part-time
job and still managing to maintain a social life can, at ti1nes,
become an overload for the average college student. Sleep deprivation appears to be a popular
dilemma faced by many students,
especially those overachievers
who often exhaust themselves as
they take on too many tasks in
one day. As a result they usually
lack the appropriate amount of
sleep that their body requires for
them to function properly.
There's no such thing as getting a full eight hours of sleep
a night for many students at
Howard University. "I get about
four hours of sleep a night on
weekdays, if that much," says
junior biology major Christina
Rivera.
Jordan Colbtrt - A~~t P-.010 tdhor
Rivera also says that the Although some students can function with only a few
problem with college is that pro- hours of sleep, others have to get all eight hours In order
fessors have a tendency of giv- to effectively complete tasks.
ing tests and assignments at the
to substitute sleep, which is what some college
same time, making it difficult to
complete each with the same amount of effort students tend to use it for.
Stewart says, "Caffeine gives you that enerand concentration in such a short fragment of
gy that you need for the moment and then your
time.
"I skip class when I'm too tired to com- body lets down. Instead of caffeine, students
plete my scheduled day," says Omari DeGruy, need to eat foods that are high in fructose and
a junior television production major, who gets contain natural sugars because they'll provide
about 4-5 hours of sleep a night. DeGruy com- your body with energy and are much healthier
plains that he needs at least eight hours of sleep for the body than caffeine."
Some students have no complaints about
a night in order to function properly, which is
why he has to skip class in order to catch up on 1nissing those precious hours of sleep, which
have the power to make and break the bodies
his sleep.
Although it is healthier to get the sleep that of others. Senior engineering major, Omar R.
your body needs to function, skipping class is IYluhammad said, "I only need three to four
not the answer to staying academically focused. hours of sleep a night. My body has been trained
Dr. Clarence M. Stewart Jr., who has a doctor- this way since the nth grade. I use the weekends
ate degree in education administration says, to get my sleep if I don't have to work."
"You determine how much sleep your body
"Students need to balance their schedules more,
eat healthy and take naps. Eating and sleeping needs when you wake up in the morning," said
Denyce S. Calloway, 'lssociate professor in the
have a strong connection."
According to Stewart, research has indi- Department of Health, Human Performance
cated that taking naps during the day is impor- and Leisure Studies. Calloway says that Jack
tant. Stewart says that what he doesn't recom- of sleep can eventually affect your immune
mend is that students resort to alternative and syste1n, given that people who over-schedule
unhealthy habits to keep them awake such as themselves will usually have a poor diet because
they tend to only snack throughout the day.
taking pills like NoDoz.
Health Science and Men's Health professor,
NoDoz, which are now sold in the Howard
University bookstore, are said to be equiva- Kevin W. Harper advised, "Sleep deprivation
lent to a cup of coffee as each caplet contains iinpacts our overall social and emotional func200 milligrams of caffeine. The drug is recom- tions and is a contributii;ig factor to our intelmended to those who need to restore mental lectual functioning," he said.
alertness or sleeplessness, but it is not intended

The two people Talib Kweli
does not thank in the liner notes
of his new album The Beautiful
Stn1ggle are Nas and George
W. Bush; interesting omissions
considering that thanks to the
former's courage in bringing
conscious hip-hop to the mainstream before it was fashionable, and the latter's hunger for
Saddam's head and oil, the rap
game finally began to get more
conscious. Factor in Kweli's
own commitment to his Black
Star roots and you get an album
that's both entertaining and
right on time.
Talib Kweli has long been
respected as one of the tightest
lyricists in hip-hop but somehow he has managed to raise the
bar even higher. On "A Game"
he spits: ''the diamond flow cut
glass, crack binary codes/ you
kind of slow you need a new
career/ you kind of old, you
need to hang the mic up on the
wall like a souvenir/ don't blame
the managers, be all you can
be, join the army like Cannabis/
[people] avoid me like the draft
and run to Canada."
This flow comes from a song
illustrative of the albums' ability
to be socially aware, lyrical and
entertaining all at once. The beat
includes heavy bass and electronic flutes infectious enough
to n1ake you either ignore the
intricate lyrics and just bounce,
or listen even closer. With "We
Got the Beat" and "Back Up Off
of Me," "A Game" shows that
the he has the upper hand in
his own struggle to stay true to
himself and still grab the ear of
mainstream listeners.
The rest of The Beautiful
Struggle is vintage hip-hop,
Kweli at his best. On the opening
track, "Going Hard," he wastes
no time. Over a Charlemagne
beat with an intro similar to The
Blueprint 2's "Hovi Baby" in
how it builds his vocal entrance,
he starts: "You say you never
scared/ it's kids in other countries making jerseys, jeans and
sneakers they could never wear."
Such well-articulated social

Representing "original hiphop'', Kweli drops new album
entitled The Beautiful

Struggle.
observation with a first-hand
feel pervades his piece. Where
in the past Kweli spent much
time warning so-called thugs
and gangsters to stop damaging
their communities, songs like "I
Try" (with Mary J. Blige) and
"Ghetto Show" (with Anthony
Hamilton and Con1mon) seem
to show con1passion for the
decadent conditions that often
produce these people.
The Beautiful So·uggle features production fron1 a quality few including Hi-Tek, Kanye
West and Charlemagne that
give it a cohesive sound. Guest
appearances are also scarce yet
meaningful, with J ean Grae,
John Legend, Faith Evans
and Res lending their vocals
to the project. The only weakness is "Broken Glass," featuring the Neptunes, which finds
Kweli attempting to tell a story
about a prostitute named Lucy.
Somber lyrics mix with an uptempo track and Kweli has to
speed up accordingly, creating
a strange sound worth skipping
altogether.
Taken as a whole, The
Beautiful Struggle is an important album. It encompasses the
struggles of an a1tist and a marginalized global 1najority, both
tied to a popular culture grappling with the conflict of staying
real and getting money.
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Success Is All In The Books
•

BY ERICA WILLIAMS

H ow to Enjoy Your life a n d
Your Job- This book shows you how
to make eve1y day of your life nlore
rewarding and fulfilling. Carnegie
attempts to give advice about how to
avoid making ene1nies, how to smile in
the face of criticism, and how to turn
routine tasks into stimulating opportunities. This book will help readers create a new approach to life and people.
The Quick and Easy W ay to
Effective Sp ea k ing- This book gives
tips on learning to persuade, inform,
impress and convince by speaking. This
easy-to-master five-step program will
show you how to be that powerful and
effective speaker you've always wanted
to beco1ne.
How to Win I'rien ds and
I nfluen ce People- The information
in this time-tested book has carried
many now famous people up the ladders of success. Revised many times,
this book shows readers how to make
people like you, how to win people to
your way of thinking and ni~e ways to
change people without arousing resentment. This book has proven to be one of
Carnegie's best.
When dealing with people, let us
remember we are not dealing with creatures of logic. We are dealing with creatures of emotion, creatures bustling
with prejudices and motivated by pride
and vanity.

Life & Style Editor

While there have been numerous
books published that attempt to assist
people in becoming successful, effective
communicators, or even powerful leaders, none have lasted or been applied as
long as author Dale Carnegie's collection of books.
A legend in his own right, Dale
Carnegie was a pioneer in self-in1provement. He became famous for his courses in public speaking and self-development. His first self-help book, "How to
Win Friends and Influence People" was
first published in 1937 and has sold over
10 million copies. Many of his books
have been republished in various editions and are still ve1y popular today.
Some of his other books include, "How
to Stop Worrying and Start Living,
"The Quick and Easy Way to Effective
Speaking", and "The Leader in You".

Popular Dale Car negie Books
How
to
Dev elop
S elfCorifidence and Influen ce PeopleThis book offers hundreds of tips on
being an influence on important people
in your life, from family to co-workers.
Like most of the information given by
Carnegie, these tips have been tested
and used successfully by students of
Carnegie's.

'

" "".:1mazon.con1

''You can make more friends in nvo
months by becoming interested in other
people than you can in two years by trying
to get other people interested in you."
-Dale Carnegie, Author

rn:

ALONE
Lying, thinking
Last night
How to.find my soul a home
1Vhere water is not thirsty
And bread loaf is not stone
I can1e up with one thing
And I don~ believe I '1n wrong
That nobody,
But nobody
Can make it out here alone.
Alone, all alone
,Vobody. but nobody
Can 1nake it out here alone.
There are so1ne 1nillionaires
With 111oney they can't use
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Their wives run round like
banshees
Their children sing tlze blues
They've got expensive doctors
To cure their hearts ofstone
But nobody
No, nobody
Can 1nake it out here alone.

The race of1nan is suffering
And I can hear the 1noan,
'Cause nobody,
But nobody
Can rnake it out here alone.
Alone, all alone
Nobody, but nobody
Can 1nake it out here alone.

A lone, all alone
Nobody, but nobody
Can 111ake it out here alone.
Now if you listen closelv
I 'll tell you what I know
Storm clouds are gathering
The wind is gonna bloa·

-Maya Angelou
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Mya Harrison

You are cordially invited to attend the first
meeting of the
.Food Advisory Board on Thursday October,
14, 2004 at
4:30 p.m. in the Blackburn Restaurant.

Feel free to attend with any questions
or .
.
,,
concerns about service, policies,
improvements or suggestions that
you may have for the Dining Service
Management.
1
•

She's talented, beautiful and
stylish. A dancer turned singer, Mya
Harrison burst onto the R&B stage
in 1998 with her smash hit, "It's All
About Me." Born in Washington, D.C.,
Mya took dance classes as a child
where she also became part of numerous local dance groups.
Not only is her music and dancing unique, but .so is her style. Mya
can be seen in a vv'ide array of styles
and designers from Adidas to Gucci.
She's the classy yet urban girl fro1n
around the way who adds "flavor" to
her style.
Compiled by Erica Williams

If you would like to attend, or have
questions about the event, please feel free
to email Kieai at
kiemorris@hotmail.com
Food and refreshments will be served
•

•
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Athletes' Hair Statements
of Their Individuality
HAIR, from Sports 81

long flowing hair that would Hairstyle, however, is not how
get caught in the net or hair to distinguish oneself on the
drastically altered, a backlash over their eyes. Most people field.
sometimes follows. For the col- pul their hair up in a pony"Individuality comes across
legiate athletl', on the other tail or braids," said Won1en's in what kinds of cleats or socks
hand, anything goes.
Volleyball Head Coach Linda you wear and how you play,"
"I had a guy who wore Spencer. "Playing with shells Bywaters said. "If you're going
a mohawk at Mt. St. Mary's or beads is not allowed."
lo niake yourself standout, your
College. For him, it was a
"I don't care what they game better be bomb."
psyche game. It psyched him wear, as long as their perforWhile individuality and the
up," said Michael Merrit, head mance is good," Merrit said.
ability to stand out amongst
coach of the track and crossAthletics has few oppor- the crowd might be important
country teams.
tunities for individualism with ·to college athletes, duplication
Despite the few athletes regards to appearance, but as a has remained the best form of
whose styles deviate from the college student who may often flattery. After Allen Iverson's
norm, a coach and athkte\ feel like little more than a num- debut in the NBA, many fans
priman concern is practicality ber, being the one and only and spectators began requestand performance.
does hold some importance. ing the complex braided styles
"My players don't wear
the 76ers front man is known
for. Legendary basketball star,
l\1ichael Jordan even bad a following after shaving his head.
''A Jot of young guys shaved
their heads after Michael
Jordan did it," Spencer said.
"He was losing his hair and did
it for that reason, but then it
became a fad."
Athletes will always be
under the scrutiny of the public eye for their hair, their dress
and outlandish behavior, but
what keeps people interested is
the level of play and the ability
exhibited on the court and on
the field. Their astronomical
salaries are not for the purpose of supplementing their
varied coifs, but are payment
for something that cannot be
,. "-... .rmn l,f
rJU.('O'lft
bought or even requested in a
A young Venus and Serena Williams sport their beads.
state of the art salon-talent.
Oii (

The Truth:
That Punch You Never Saw Coming
COLUMN, from Sports 81

You have two minutes. Do you
believe you could do a bette,. job
than President Bush in preventing anothel' 9/11-type terrorist
attack on the United States?
Kerry: Yes, I do.. I can
make Americans safer than
President Bush has made us. I'll
nevel' give a veto to any coun
try ovel' our securihJ. But I also
know how to lead those alliances ...
Lampley: This isn't surpl'ising Lal'ry, Kerl'y came out
of his col'ne1· swinging. As the
contendel', it's important for
him to establish his ground
early.
Kerry: This president has
le;'t them (CS soldiers) in shatters across the globe, and we're
nou· <JO percent of the casualties
111 Iraq and 90 pel'cent of the

And in this corner, born in
New Haven, Conn., he has a ranch
in Crawford, Tex. and currently
resides at 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue. He stands 6 feet even
and weighs 194 pounds; he
graduated from Yale in '68 at the
middle of his class and is infamous for his "bomb first, question later, truth never" tactics;
representing the elephants of
the Republican Party President
George "Dub ya" Bush.
(Bell rings)
Judge Mills Lane: Touch
note-pads. Now I want a good.
clean debate. Y
h ·1
be alternatio qu
given two m11111tc
nnswcr.
Afterwards he
second
t 1
t~ .
around h qu stlon, no lO\\
Merchant: fl!' wasted no
blows and bs luh:l.> no contratlme ,Jim; he went st l'aight for
dictions t\nv questions? Ar ) ou
Bush s tL £ akn •ss, his ch< is ion to
both l'k 1 <1 h~ ulcs? (both
go into Iraq. H'c ktww 1t 'f's
nod) I t
11 nl
g ing to be a hard-hitting {ig11t
Jim
a111plcy:
b t n h1:;
71 • u
Lample h
m
de
L h cr:Mi P
ou
Larry M h t 1d II h
It
s o l 1·n1u u
makings to b • ,
at <l
Bush: In Iraq. u suw a
Looking at the T le of 1 l ,
t and u e realized that
Kerl}' has ;1 four d -half inch
· September 11, we must
height advan
, but it might
these threats seriously ...
not be a fa t< m this decisi<.111.
Lcnnplcy:
.11ncl therC'
Both grad It d from Yale a.nd
i 1s, the big countel' by tlw
have done tlw1r time in servic••.
P ~'id nt
Larry this ~cn1s to be a p~lt}
l\.fcrcltant. Jim h
even debat · what do you think
are going t<}
th l<eys to vie a ood pomt but I do t Jun
th t hit tu ne 1\..e ry 1 all.
tory?
Bel s< undmg the end of
Larry er ·haut: Well
Que t1011 One)
tell you Jim, e..irh t:andidate is
l.mnpleu: How do you :;ee
going to have to h.it the issul·s
itJia,.olli?
and hit them hard. There's no
Harold Leder1nan: .\II
backing down now. Tonight's
right Jim, I got it, one qttestioll
bout can have a huge impact on
to none in favor of Ken·y. Bush
them in the long run. Spectators
just didn't make that con11ecaren't going to stand for them
tio11 between Septembel' 11 and
dancing around the issue. I tell
Iraq. He's gotta do better if he
you what else, Kerry's been laying low throughout hi-; whole wants to win those votes. It's
still too early to tell; we've got
campaign No'iv he's in the spot·
light and he'd better give the 17 questions left and I think we
people their money's worth. And might be info,. a long bout Jim.
Neither candidate's issues al'e
Bush, we already know his track
strong enough for the KO, so
record and he isn't the best pubthis might come down to the
lic speaker. If he wants to be
final question...
victorious, he has to take notes.
That's how I think the first
There are no speechwriters and
debate should have gone. Spice
no teleprompter; let's just hope
his coaches prepared hin1 prop- it up a bit; nobody said the
presidential election couldn't be
erly.
interesting. But I guess .\merica
(Question One Bell)
would n1uch rather watch the
(transcript from www.
debate.org)
Jim
Lehrer: two candidates stand on stage
talking for an hour-and-a-half,
Good evening, 1'1r. President,
because they weren't debating.
Senato,. Kerl'y. As determined
Can a brotha get a play-by-play
by a coin toss, the first quescommentary, an audience cough,
tion goes to you Se11. Kerry.
a sneeze, something? I just hope

tonight's debate (yawn) keeps
me awake.
Wait, this just in, Cheney
and Edwards has been called the
debate of the election. Rumble
VPs, Rumble.
They were going at it and
getting nasty. Edwards was talking about the Bush administration's inability the capture bin
Laden when they had the chance
and Cheney was dogging the
Kerry-Edwards record, research
and decisions.
For a second I thought
Gwen Ifill was moderating "The
Dozens." It was close, but I
don't think people were ready
to wilne:;s the first ever pulling
of the "Yo l\1ama" card, election
style. And the only time the two
were gay and merry toward one
another is when they were discussing... well gays and if they
should marry. After their digression, they were back at it and the
entire night Cheney didn't seem
lo have ab ~swer to Edwards
PP
U-bomb. His best
r
, Edfnrds was using
burton as a smokescreen
and Cb ney direct viewers a
web ite that cle
the air.
But get this
bsite that

an

Ch~ncy

docs suppo
the dcbat
It redirects
th truth to
wh r th
hit
hne ·whv~W.e
B

eFrom
UJ.LJL.,·need to
eek-it out

say a 1Ji
yourself.
Good Job Dick, way to take
one for the team; next time get
your dot-corns and dot-orgs
right.
The truth will come out
whether it slips, leaks or is
forced out and where there's a
smokescreen, there's firestorm
and it's time to burn this muthaof-a-lie down.
Personally, I don't care how
extensive candidates' resumes or
qualifications are. When it comes
to who I vote for, it doesn't matter what you did, who you did
it with and when and how you
did it. We're witnessing how the
experienced and qualified are
handling this nation right now.
If you say you've got a plan and
you 're going to fi.x this toilet,
cool; but you've got to do a lot
more than just talk about it. So
until somebody does, I am from
the Missouri: SHOW ME the
truth.

•
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Brown Bolsters Buffalo Soldier 'D'
BROWN, from Sports 81
first team pick, an All-American
selection, and a legitimate NFL
prospect by the end of the season.
Having only played in three
games for the season, Brown is
tied for the team lead in sacks
with two, while gaining five solo
tackles and one pass breakup. IL
was Howard's 17-10 victory over
then undefeated Alcorn State at
the first annual Prince George's
Classic that caused some fans
to take a closer look at Brown's
development. During the second
quarter, Brown laid an emphatic
highlight reel hit on Braves quarterback Donald Carrie, which
sacked him in the backfield for
a loss of six yards. Carrie was
rather slow to get up.
"The tackle guarding me
didn't have a chance to get out
of his stance, so he had no time
to recover. After that, I hit the
quarterback. I didn't realize I hit
him that hard until I looked at
the replay on the Jumbotron,
and I started to hear the oohs
and aahs from the crowd. Thal
was probably the hardest I hit
anybody, ever," Brown confessed.
But Brown was not finished
there. During the third quarter of his coming out game, he
recovered a fumble by Carrie,
and returned it 80 yards for a
touchdown, a score that eventually propelled the Bison to the
first victory of the season. It was
only fitting that Brown, a graduate of one of Prince George's
County's premiere schools,
Bishop McNamara High School,
received the classic's first ever
Most Valuable Player award.
"I was surprised to win the
award, but it was a blessing. I
didn't think they had an award
for the classic, but they did. It
was a privilege to win, especially
since I'm from Prince George's
County."
After the game while standing among some of the D.C.
area's most prominent individuals, Brown not only received his
award, but he also got a hug and
a kiss on the cheek from Howard
Athletic Director Sondra Norrell-

\II Pro l>hule>J:rtph.)

Junior Michael Brown, Howard's 6'4 defensive llnema n has
two sacks for t he Bison in just four games.
unnoticed players on this year's
Thomas.
"It was a proud moment for fierce Buffalo Solider defense,
Howard University to be able to he does not mind so much just
win the Prince George's Classic. as long as he helps his team
It was especially rewarding win. And right now their goals
because of the fact that we were are to finish the rest of the seathe underdogs. We went into the son undefeated and to make the
game 0-2 and Alcorn came in 2- playoffs. "Our goals as a team
are to go 9-2 (in the regular sea0," Thomas said.
Thomas' affection for her son), turn our season around
Bison was not _iust shown to and to take it all the way."
As Brown and the Bison
Michael, as she proceeded to
hug and kiss other players and continue to work and play hard
coaches on the team. "My enthu- throughout the season, he wants
siasm shows on the field when Howardites to know that the
our players do well. The only team appreciates the fans that
thing I ask of them is that they attend the games, however more
are competitive, and they were support is requested. "We can
extremely competitive at that definitely use more student,
time. Michael Brown was one of alumni, faculty, administration
the players that I was able to go and just overall fan support at
up to and congratulate. When our games to encourage our
I do that, it's in love," Thomas team. particularly against our
upcoming MEAC competition
said.
Although Brown may still like during our l\1organ State
be one of the most talented but game on the 16th."

Rivalry Heats Up Between
Ravens and Redskins
TITLE, from Sports 81
Ravens are one game out of first
place in the AFC North with a 2-1
record. They trail the Pittsburgh
Steelers, who are 3-1 on the season.
Redskins fans have had
high expectations for their team
because of key free agent signings and trades, such as All-Pro
running back Clinton Portis,
veteran
quarterback
Mark
Brunnel and shut down comerback Shawn Springs. However,
the main acquisition was that
of the legendary head coach Joe
Gibbs.
Gibbs has been dubbed
a savior by Redskins fans and
has a record of 125-62 in 12
years. He was inducted into the
Hall of Fame in 1996 and won
three Super Bowl titles with
Washington between 1982 and
1991. In the last five years, the
Redskins have had five coaches.
The Ravens, on the other
hand, have had the same coach
for the past five seasons, Brian

Billick. Billick has had the pleasure of coaching one of the most
gifted learns in the National
Football League as his team produced eight pro bowlers last year.
Along with producing pro bowlers, the Ravens have produced
the defensive and offensive players of the year in Ray Lewis and
bruising running back Jamal
Lewis. Billick and the Ravens
brought home a Super Bowl title
to the D.C. in 2000 with their
win over the New York Giants.
Billick has a 49-34 career
record as head coach as his
team has dominated around the
league for the past few years. On
the other hand, the Redskins are
looking t<' duplicate that success
and return to former glory days.
On Sunday, however, expect
a high impact, high stakes game.
Running back Clinton Portis and
punishing safety Sean Taylor
parallel the bruising Jamal
Lewis and U1e scary Ray Lewis.
Look for the Redskins to manage the clock as they try to establish a running game with Portis.

Against the staunch Baltimore
defense this is no easy task.
For the Ravens, offensively,
the team will be more conservative than their \\'ashingtonian
counterparts. Kyle Boller and
the passing attack is one ot the
weakest facets of the Baltimore
game. Senior international business major, Al Sn1ith, who is
a resident of Northwest D.C.
summed up his feelings when he
said, "The Ravens are going to
win because they are hungrier."

Can the Bison Make it Three Straight
PREVIEW, from Sports 81
Petty, but with the emergence of
quarterback Marcos Moreno the
passing game has become a part
of the already potent offense.
Moreno was 9 for 19 in
completions and threw for 190
yards anrl three touchdowns
against Savannah State. While
many may have been shocked
at Moreno's performance after
not completing a pass the previous week against Alcorn Stale,
Coach Petty was not surprised in
his quarterbacks success.

"Our focus [against Alcorn
State] was to run the ball and
keep the their offense off the
field ....we still believed in
[Moreno] but our focus was on
the run," said Coach Petty. He
also added that while Moreno
did not complete a pass, some of
his attempts were dropped and
only calling seven pass plays
does not give a quarterback a
chance to get in the game.
The recent success of both
rushing and throwing the ball
certainly has to be credited to
Lhe play of the offensive line.
Senior Brandon Torrey was

named the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference Offensive Lineman
of the Week after he was successful on 98 percent of his
blocking assignments against
Savannah State. Red shirt freshman Randall White is the only
newcomer to this veteran starting offensive line.
Coach Petty believes that
the Bison will win if the offensive line gets the quarterback
"enough Li1ne to throw the ball
and opens up holes [especially
on the left side] to run the ball."
Ganie time is ton1orrow, 1
p.m. at Greene Stadium.
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Wee/ify <Bread
... first open your own eyes and then you will be
able to see clearly to open
your brother's eyes as
.
\Vell.

•

Announcements by
ca1npus organizations for
1neetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged $5
for the first 20 words and
$1 for everv
additional
•
five words.

Matthew 7:

I

Buy B ac .

Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
announcing a service,
buying or selling
are charged as local
companies \Vith a rate
of $10 for first 20 \VOrds
and $2 for every
5 \VOrds
•
thereafter.
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Health
Professi.o ns
Society General
Body Meeting
10-13-04
Blackburn
Center Forum
5:30pm-7:00pm

}lme11·can
:Jvf.arf<gting
}lssociation
Interest ?vteeting
'fuescfay Octo6er 12
<Rgo1n 200
Sclioo[ of <Business
5: 00-6: 3 Op.1n.

NO\V HIRING REPS'
1.800.426. 7710
UNSPLASH OURS
REMEMBER
BOOK SPRING-BREAK
TRIP
LOWEST PRICES
FREE TRAVEL
FREE MEALS

